INSTALLATION MANUAL

versatile™ 4C mailbox suites
(ALL TYPES - FRONT LOADING, REAR LOADING, PARCEL ONLY AND TRASH / RECYCLING BIN)
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ATTENTION

USPS SERVICE WILL NOT BE ESTABLISHED TO REAR LOAD WALL MOUNT 4C UNITS UNLESS USPS-APPROVED HARDWARE IS USED TO SECURE THE REAR MAILROOM.

ATTENTION - TRASH/RECYCLING BIN MODULES DO NOT REQUIRE USPS SERVICE

CAUTION - handling & transportation

- Lay boxes flat, do not stand on end. Box could fall over and cause injury.
- Boxes are heavy, use caution when lifting and carrying to avoid injury.

CAUTION - installation

- Florence 4C units are heavy. Use caution when lifting and carrying to avoid injury.
- A pinch hazard exists when placing the mailbox in rough opening. Keep fingers and hands clear to avoid an injury.

WARNING - installation

- Florence 4C units are front-heavy. Do not stand on end without support to prevent tipping. Mailboxes may tip out of rough opening until secured, possibly resulting in the mailbox colliding with a person and causing serious injury.
- Florence 4C units are very front-heavy with master loading doors open. Units must be braced or held in place until secured to framing. Installer should support unit or have assistance holding the unit in place before opening the master load doors. Failure to do so could result in serious injury.

THE NEW U.S. POSTAL SERVICE STD-4C INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS:

- A new compartment form factor minimum size requirement of 12”W x 15”D x 3”H.
- Eliminates the vertical form factor (5”W x 6”D x 15”H) design.
- Introduces a parcel locker requirement based on a 1:10 parcel locker to customer compartment ratio.
- Strengthens security requirements for the entire receptacle.
- Standardizes and improves tenant compartment lock design.
- Adds testing requirements to verify acceptability for either indoor or outdoor use.
- Introduces quality management systems provisions.
- Enhances design flexibility for concept, ergonomics, and materials.

Florence versatile 4C mailbox suites are designed to meet or exceed the USPS specifications outlined above and in the Federal Register/Vol. 69 No. 171/September 3, 2004/Rules and Regulations Postal Service, 39 CFR Part 111, Standards Governing the Design of Wall-Mounted Centralized Mail Receptacles. Proper installation is the responsibility of the installer. The installation requirements listed herein are based on the USPS Federal Register previously mentioned.
INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
Florence versatile 4C mailbox suites

USPS INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:

1. AT LEAST ONE CUSTOMER COMPARTMENT SHALL BE POSITIONED LESS THAN 48" FROM THE FINISHED FLOOR.

2. NO PARCEL LOCKER COMPARTMENT (INTERIOR BOTTOM SHELF) SHALL BE POSITIONED LESS THAN 15" FROM THE FINISHED FLOOR.

3. NO PATRON (TENANT) LOCK SHALL BE LOCATED MORE THAN 67" ABOVE THE FINISHED FLOOR.

4. NO CUSTOMER COMPARTMENT (INTERIOR BOTTOM SHELF) SHALL BE POSITIONED LESS THAN 28" FROM THE FINISHED FLOOR.

5. THE USPS ARROW LOCK SHALL BE LOCATED BETWEEN 36" AND 48" ABOVE THE FINISHED FLOOR.

NOTE: FLORENCE VERSATILE 4C SUITE A SHOWN FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES. FLORENCE MANUFACTURES OVER 40 DIFFERENT MODULES, ALL OF WHICH VARY WITH USPS INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.
1. **PREPARING FOR INSTALLATION: (PARCEL ONLY MODULE)**
   - While looking at the back of the module, slide and hold the latch plate up past the latch hook as illustrated.
   - The front of the module can now be opened to gain access to mounting screw holes/slots for installation. Remove all hardware located inside the module and set aside.
   - Place parcel module in opening as shown in "independent installation" (Sheet #10) or "multiple installation" (Sheet #12) as required and proceed with installation.

2. **IMPORTANT!**
   - When installation is complete, make sure you have removed all hardware located inside the module. Before closing door(s)
   - Open parcel doors using parcel door keys included with hardware.
   - Install both slide locks (Part No. 64256) using #10-32 x .375" one way screws (Part No. 84994).

**Note:**
If access to mounting screws is necessary for installation adjustment, open parcel doors, remove #10-32 x .375" one way screws and slide locks. Disengage latch plate by placing a small allen wrench (hex key) in the slide lock slot and slide latch plate up. The front of the module can now be opened.

**Required Tools**
- Slotted screw driver

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64256</td>
<td>Slide Lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84994</td>
<td>#10-32 x .375&quot; one way screw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SLIDING LATCH PLATE

SLIDE LOCK SLOT
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SLIDING LATCH PLATE

BACK OF MODULE

FRONT OF MODULE

MODEL 4CAT10 SHOWN

AF PART # 64258
SHEET 5 OF 20
REAR LOAD MODULE FUNCTIONALITY AND INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites
(REAR LOAD MODULE ONLY)

ATTENTION

ONCE THE MODULE IS SECURED/MOUNTED TO THE WALL FRAMING, THE MASTER DOORS MUST BE KEPT OPEN UNTIL THE INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE. FAILURE TO DO SO WILL REQUIRE ACCESS TO THE SLIDE ACCESS HOLE AT THE FRONT BOTTOM OF THE MODULE IN ORDER TO RE-OPEN IT.

1. PREPARING FOR INSTALLATION: (REAR LOADING MODULES)
   • WITH THE MODULE ON ITS BACK, INSERT A SCREW DRIVER INTO THE SLIDE ACCESS HOLE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE MODULE AND PUSH IN ON THE SLIDE TO RELEASE THE MASTER DOOR(S). OPEN THE FRONT MASTER LOAD DOOR(S).

   • DO NOT CLOSE FRONT MASTER LOAD DOOR(S) UNTIL INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE.

   • THE FRONT OF THE MODULE IS NOW OPENED FOR ACCESS TO MOUNTING SCREW HOLES/SLOTS FOR INSTALLATION. CAREFULLY STAND MODULE IN UPRIGHT POSITION AND REMOVE ALL HARDWARE LOCATED INSIDE THE MODULE AND SET ASIDE.

   • PLACE REAR LOAD MODULE IN OPENING AS SHOWN IN "INDEPENDENT INSTALLATION" (SHEET 10) OR "MULTIPLE INSTALLATION" (SHEET 12) AND PROCEED WITH INSTALLATION.

IMPORTANT!

2. WHEN INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE, MAKE SURE YOU HAVE REMOVED ALL HARDWARE LOCATED INSIDE THE MODULE, PRIOR TO CLOSING DOORS.

REQUIRED TOOLS

SLOTTED SCREW DRIVER
DO NOT CLOSE FRONT MASTER LOAD DOOR(S) UNTIL INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE

MODEL 4CAT8-19R SHOWN
1. PREPARING FOR INSTALLATION:
   - DETERMINE WHICH MASTER ACCESS LOCK YOUR MODULE INCLUDES BEFORE PROCEEDING.
     - IF MODULE HAS A **KEYED MASTER ACCESS LOCK**, INSERT KEY TO OPEN THE ENTIRE FRONT OF MODULE TO GAIN ACCESS TO MOUNTING FRAME. (KEY WILL BE TAPED TO THE SIDE OF THE MODULE)
     - IF MODULE HAS A **COMBINATION MASTER ACCESS LOCK**, ARRANGE DIALS TO PROPER COMBINATION TO OPEN THE ENTIRE FRONT OF MODULE TO GAIN ACCESS TO MOUNTING FRAME. (COMBINATION WILL BE SHOWN ON REMOVABLE LABEL ON THE FRONT OF THE MODULE OR LEFT IN THE OPEN POSITION)
     - IF MODULE HAS A **SLOTTED KEYLESS MASTER ACCESS LOCK**, INSERT SLOTTED SCREW DRIVER OR COIN (QUARTER) TO OPEN THE ENTIRE FRONT OF MODULE TO GAIN ACCESS TO MOUNTING FRAME.
   - PLACE TRASH / RECYCLING BIN MODULE IN OPENING AS SHOWN IN “INDEPENDENT INSTALLATION” (SHEET 10) OR “MULTIPLE INSTALLATION” (SHEET 12) AS APPROPRIATE AND PROCEED WITH INSTALLATION.

**REQUIRED TOOLS (FOR KEYLESS ACCESS ONLY)**

SLOTTED SCREW DRIVER OR COIN (QUARTER)
INDEPENDENT INSTALLATION
Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites
(ALL MODULES)

1. PLACE FLORENCE 4C MODULE IN OPENING UNTIL INTEGRATED TRIM IS FLUSH WITH WALL BOARD.

SEE PAGE 3 (PARCEL ONLY) AND PAGE 5 (REAR LOAD), PAGE 8 (TRASH / RECYCLING BIN) FOR ADDITIONAL INSTALLATION INFORMATION. NOTE, ONLY FRONT LOADING UNITS HAVE A HOLD OPEN ARM. THEREFORE, WHEN INSTALLING A PARCEL ONLY MODULE, REAR LOADING MODULE, OR TRASH/RECYCLING BIN, YOU MAY IGNORE ALL REFERENCES TO HOLD OPEN ARM(S) IN THE REMAINDER OF THE TEXT.

2. FOR DOUBLE COLUMN FLORENCE 4C MODULES:

- OPEN RIGHT MASTER LOAD DOOR UNTIL HOLD OPEN ARM ENGAGES AND INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG RIGHT HAND OUTER FRAME

- PARTIALLY OPEN LEFT MASTER LOAD DOOR UNTIL RIGHT MASTER LOAD DOOR CAN BE COMPLETELY CLOSED.

- OPEN LEFT MASTER LOAD DOOR UNTIL HOLD OPEN ARM ENGAGES AND INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG LEFT HAND OUTER FRAME.

- WITH BOTH LEFT AND RIGHT MASTER LOAD DOORS OPEN AND HOLD OPEN ARMS ENGAGED, INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG TOP AND BOTTOM FRAME.

- FLORENCE 4C MODULE IS NOW INSTALLED.

2a. FOR SINGLE COLUMN FLORENCE 4C MODULES:

- OPEN MASTER LOAD DOOR UNTIL HOLD OPEN ARM ENGAGES AND INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG BOTH LEFT AND RIGHT HAND OUTER FRAME.

- WITH MASTER LOAD DOOR OPEN AND HOLD OPEN ARM ENGAGED, INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG TOP AND BOTTOM FRAME.

- FLORENCE 4C MODULE IS NOW INSTALLED.

REQUIRED TOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64225</td>
<td>WOOD SCREW, #8 X 2”, T20 TORX DRIVE (MOUNTING SCREW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3/8” DRILL (PREFERABLY CORDLESS)
T20 TORX BIT & BIT TIP HOLDER
**CAUTION** - installation
- FLORENCE 4C MODULES ARE HEAVY. USE CAUTION WHEN LIFTING AND CARRYING TO AVOID INJURY.
- A PINCH HAZARD EXISTS WHEN PLACING THE MAILBOX IN ROUGH OPENING. KEEP FINGERS AND HANDS CLEAR TO AVOID AN INJURY.

**WARNING** - installation
- FLORENCE 4C MODULES ARE FRONT-HEAVY. DO NOT STAND ON END WITHOUT SUPPORT TO PREVENT TIPPING. MAILBOXES MAY TIP OUT OF ROUGH OPENING UNTIL SECURED, POSSIBLY RESULTING IN THE MAILBOX COLLIDING WITH A PERSON AND CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY.
- FLORENCE 4C MODULES ARE VERY FRONT-HEAVY WITH MASTER LOADING DOORS OPEN. MODULES MUST BE BRACED OR HELD IN PLACE UNTIL SECURED TO FRAMING. INSTALLER SHOULD SUPPORT MODULE OR HAVE ASSISTANCE HOLDING THE MODULE IN PLACE BEFORE OPENING THE MASTER LOAD DOORS. FAILURE TO DO SO COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY.

NOTE:
64225 #8x2" LONG WOOD SCREWS SHOULD BE TIGHTENED TO ENSURE A SNUG FIT. HOWEVER, OVER TIGHTENING BEYOND INITIAL CONTACT WITH FRAME COULD HINDER FUNCTIONALITY. IF OVER TIGHTENING OCCURS, SIMPLY BACK OUT EACH OVER TIGHTENED MOUNTING SCREW.

MODEL 4CAT1-4 & 4CAT8-19 SHOWN

AF PART # 64258
MULTIPLE INSTALLATION USING FLORENCE’S EXCLUSIVE MULTI-UNIT CONNECTOR KIT

Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites (ALL MODULES)

1. PLACE THE FIRST MODULE AT THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE ROUGH OPENING UNTIL INTEGRATED TRIM IS FLUSH WITH WALL BOARD.

SEE PAGE 3 (PARCEL ONLY MODULES) AND PAGE 5 (REAR LOAD) FOR ADDITIONAL INSTALLATION INFORMATION. NOTE, ONLY FRONT LOADING MODULES HAVE A HOLD OPEN ARM. THEREFORE, WHEN INSTALLING A PARCEL ONLY MODULES, REAR LOAD MODULES OR TRASH / RECYCLING BIN, YOU MAY IGNORE ALL REFERENCES TO HOLD OPEN ARM(S) IN THE REMAINDER OF THE TEXT.

2. OPEN MASTER LOAD DOOR(S) UNTIL HOLD OPEN ARM ENGAGES AND INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG RIGHT HAND OUTER FRAME.

3. OPEN MASTER LOAD DOOR(S) UNTIL HOLD OPEN ARM ENGAGES, INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG TOP AND BOTTOM FRAME.

4. FASTEN MULTI-UNIT CONNECTOR TO THE MODULE USING INCLUDED 91123 SCREWS. NOTE: IF INSTALLATION AND WALL LAYOUT DESIGN DOES NOT REQUIRE A MULTI-UNIT CONNECTOR, THE KIT MAY NOT BE INCLUDED WITH THE MAILBOX.

5. PLACE NEXT MODULE IN OPENING UNTIL INTEGRATED TRIM IS FLUSH WITH WALL BOARD. SLIDE MODULE TO RIGHT UNTIL TRIM IS AGAINST PREVIOUSLY INSTALLED UNIT.

6. INSTALL INCLUDED 91123 SCREWS ALONG RIGHT HAND OUTER FRAME.

7. OPEN MASTER LOAD DOOR(S) UNTIL HOLD OPEN ARM ENGAGES, INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG TOP AND BOTTOM FRAME.

8. REPEAT STEPS 3 THROUGH 7 FOR ANY ADDITIONAL MODULES THAT WILL BE MOUNTED TO A MULTI-UNIT CONNECTOR, OTHERWISE PROCEED TO STEP 9.

9. OPEN MASTER LOAD DOOR(S) UNTIL HOLD OPEN ARM ENGAGES AND INSTALL INCLUDED 64225 MOUNTING SCREWS ALONG LEFT HAND OUTER FRAME.

---

REQUIRED TOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64225</td>
<td>WOOD SCREW, #8 X 2”, T20 TORX DRIVE (MOUNTING SCREW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARI</td>
<td>MULTI-UNIT CONNECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91123</td>
<td>SELF TAPPING SCREW, T20 TORX DRIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MULTIPLE INSTALLATION USING FLORENCE’S EXCLUSIVE MULTI-UNIT CONNECTOR KIT

(continues...)

**CAUTION** - installation
- FLORENCE 4C MODULES ARE HEAVY. USE CAUTION WHEN LIFTING AND CARRYING TO AVOID INJURY.
- A PINCH HAZARD EXISTS WHEN PLACING THE MAILBOX IN ROUGH OPENING. KEEP FINGERS AND HANDS CLEAR TO AVOID AN INJURY.

**WARNING** - installation
- FLORENCE 4C MODULES ARE FRONT-HEAVY. DO NOT STAND ON END WITHOUT SUPPORT TO PREVENT TIPPING. MAILBOXES MAY TIP OUT OF ROUGH OPENING UNTIL SECURED, POSSIBLY RESULTING IN THE MAILBOX COLLIDING WITH A PERSON AND CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY.
- FLORENCE 4C MODULES ARE VERY FRONT-HEAVY WITH MASTER LOADING DOORS OPEN. MODULES MUST BE BRACED OR HELD IN PLACE UNTIL SECURED TO FRAMING. INSTALLER SHOULD SUPPORT MODULES OR HAVE ASSISTANCE HOLDING THE MODULES IN PLACE BEFORE OPENING THE MASTER LOAD DOORS. FAILURE TO DO SO COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY.

**NOTE:**
64225 #8x2" LONG WOOD SCREWS SHOULD BE TIGHTENED TO ASSURE A SNUG FIT. HOWEVER, OVER TIGHTENING BEYOND INITIAL CONTACT WITH FRAME COULD HINDER FUNCTIONALITY. IF OVER TIGHTENING OCCURS SIMPLY BACK OUT EACH OVER TIGHTENED MOUNTING SCREW.

MODEL 4CAT8-19 SHOWN

AF PART # 64258
SHEET 13 OF 20
MULTIPLE INSTALLATION USING FLORENCE'S EXCLUSIVE MULTI-UNIT CONNECTOR KIT (cont...)

MODEL 4CAT10 & 4CAT8-19 SHOWN
MULTIPLE INSTALLATION USING FLORENCE'S EXCLUSIVE MULTI-UNIT CONNECTOR KIT

NOTE:
64225 #8 x 2” LONG WOOD SCREWS SHOULD BE TIGHTENED TO ASSURE A SNUG FIT. HOWEVER, OVER TIGHTENING BEYOND INITIAL CONTACT WITH FRAME COULD HINDER FUNCTIONALITY. IF OVER TIGHTENING OCCURS SIMPLY BACK OUT EACH OVER TIGHTENED MOUNTING SCREW.

MODEL 4CAT10 & 4CAT8-19 SHOWN
INSTALLATION OF COLLECTION DOOR ARROW LOCK

Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites
(FRONT LOAD ONLY)

NOTE:
PRIVATE versatile™ 4C MAILBOXES - PRIVATE MASTER ACCESS LOCK INSTALLED AT FACTORY IF FIELD INSTALLATION IS REQUIRED USE POSTAL TO PRIVATE CONVERSION KIT CK25750

ARROW LOCK INSTALLED BY U.S. POSTAL SERVICE PERSONNEL ONLY.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL POST OFFICE TO ARRANGE INSTALLATION OF ARROW LOCK.

1. INSERT ARROW LOCK INTO 92300 PLATE ASSY.-HS ARROW LOCK AS SHOWN.

2. WITH THE COLLECTION DOOR OPEN, SLIDE 92300 PLATE ASSY.-HS ARROW LOCK WITH ARROW LOCK ONTO THE COLLECTION DOOR BOLTS.

3. INSTALL 92303 PLATE-LOCK SUPPORT AS ORIENTED IN THE ILLUSTRATION.

4. INSTALL FIVE (5) 86091 #10-32 LOCK NUTS. THESE NUTS SHOULD BE TIGHTENED TO ENSURE A SNUG FIT. OVER TIGHTENING MAY KEEP ARROW LOCK FROM OPERATING CORRECTLY.

PART # DESCRIPTION
92300 PLATE ASSY.-HS ARROW LOCK
92303 PLATE-LOCK SUPPORT
86091 10-32 LOCK NUTS
N/A ARROW LOCK (PROVIDED BY USPS)

REQUIRED TOOLS
3/8" SOCKET WRENCH OR NUT DRIVER
INSTALLATION OF COLLECTION DOOR ARROW LOCK (FOR USPS PERSONNEL ONLY)
(cont...)

ARROW LOCK (PROVIDE BY USPS)

FOR PRIVATE MASTER ACCESS LOCK SEE CK25750 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

MODEL 4CAT1-4 SHOWN
PARCEL DOOR ARROW LOCK INSTALLATION

Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites 
(ALL TYPES - FRONT AND REAR LOADING)

NOTE: PRIVATE versatile 4C MAILBOXES - PRIVATE MASTER ACCESS LOCK INSTALLED AT FACTORY IF FIELD INSTALLATION IS REQUIRED USE POSTAL TO PRIVATE CONVERSION KIT CK25750

ARROW LOCK INSTALLED BY U.S. POSTAL SERVICE PERSONNEL ONLY.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL POST OFFICE TO ARRANGE INSTALLATION OF ARROW LOCK.

1. OPEN PARCEL DOOR AND LOCK PARCEL DOOR CUSTOMER LOCK. NOTE: PARCEL DOOR CUSTOMER LOCK IS IN LOCKED POSITION WHEN KEY CAN BE REMOVED.

2. SLIDE 64042 PARCEL DOOR, LOCK STIFFENER ONTO THE PARCEL DOOR BOLTS, AS ORIENTED IN THE ILLUSTRATION.

3. INSTALL ARROW LOCK AS SHOWN USING FOUR (4) 86455 #10-32 THIN LOCK NUTS. THESE NUTS SHOULD BE TIGHTENED TO ASSURE A SNUG FIT. OVER TIGHTENING MAY KEEP ARROW LOCK FROM OPERATING CORRECTLY.

4. INSTALL 64216 PARCEL DOOR ARROW LOCK COVER USING TWO (2) 84993 #10-32x.312 UNF-2A 18-8 SS PASSIVATED MCGARD FASTENERS. NOTE: THESE FASTENERS REQUIRE A MCGARD SCREW DRIVER

FOR USPS PERSONNEL ONLY

SPECIAL NOTICE!

USPS PRESONNEL MUST HAVE A McGARD SCREW DRIVER (USPS - MAIL EQUIPMENT SHOP PART NUMBER 11050) TO INSTALL AND SERVICE THE PARCEL LOCK COVER ON Florence versatile™ 4C MAILBOX MODULES.

McGARD SCREW DRIVERS ARE AVAILABLE ONLY TO USPS PERSONNEL BY FAXING AN "OFF CATALOG" eBUY REQUEST TO:

USPS MAIL EQUIPMENT SHOP
FAX NO. (202) 281-2643
QUESTIONS? CALL THE USPS MAIL EQUIPMENT SHOP AT (202) 281-2620

*FLORENCE MANUFACTURING DOES NOT SELL THE McGARD SCREWDRIVER

### REQUIRED TOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64042</td>
<td>PARCEL DOOR, LOCK STIFFENER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86455</td>
<td>10-32 THIN LOCK NUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64216</td>
<td>PARCEL DOOR ARROW LOCK COVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84993</td>
<td>10-32x.312 UNF-2A 18-8 SS PASSIVATED MCGARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>ARROW LOCK (PROVIDED BY U.S.P.S.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PARCEL DOOR ARROW LOCK INSTALLATION (FOR USPS PERSONNEL ONLY)
(cont...)

MODEL 4CAT1-4 SHOWN

PARCEL DOOR

ARROW LOCK
(PROVIDED &
INSTALLED BY USPS)

FOR PRIVATE
MASTER ACES
LOCK INSTALLATION
SEE CK25750
INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

64042
84993

AF PART # 64258
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SUGGESTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT INSTALLATION WALL CONSTRUCTION

Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites
(ALL MODULES)

WALL MOUNTING SHOULD CONSIST OF A LAMINATION OF TWO STUDS ON OUTSIDE OF EVERY MODULES.

FLORENCE 4C MODULES FEATURE TRIM DESIGNED TO MATE (NO GAP BETWEEN MODULES) FLUSH WHEN A SINGLE STUD IS USED BETWEEN MODULES.

WALL MOUNTING SHOULD CONSIST OF A LAMINATION OF TWO STUDS ON OUTSIDE OF EVERY MODULES.

17" MINIMUM

WALL BOARD

17" MINIMUM

FINISHED FLOOR HEIGHT

FINISHED FLOOR

TYPICAL SINGLE COLUMN UNIT OPENING SHOWN

TYPICAL DOUBLE COLUMN UNIT OPENING SHOWN

TYPICAL SINGLE COLUMN UNIT OPENING SHOWN

TYPICAL DOUBLE COLUMN UNIT OPENING SHOWN

NOTES:
1. ALL WALL MOUNTING STUDS ARE MADE FROM WOOD 2"x4".
2. ALL WALL FRAME MOUNTING OPTIONS OTHER THAN THOSE DISCUSSED ON THIS PAGE ARE SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND SHOULD COMPLY WITH LOCAL BUILDING CODES.
3. SQUARENESS AND QUALITY OF WALL MOUNT OPENING IS CRITICAL TO OBTAIN A SECURE AND PROPERLY FUNCTIONING FLORENCE versatile™ MODULE.